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Abstract 
Let G be a p-group with Frattini subgroup Z of order p, and let {E,(G)} be the Hoch- 
schild-Serre spectral sequence corresponding to the central extension of Z representing G. For 
every maximal subgroup K of G, we study the map t: E,(K) -+ E,(G) induced by the transfer 
map t from H*(K,Z,) to H*(G,Z,). Our results are applied to get some modp cohomology 
classes of extra-special p-groups. 
0. Introduction 
Let p be a prime number, G a p-group with Frattini subgroup of order p, and 
K a maximal subgroup of G. Consider the central extensions 
(G) 1 +Z-+G-tG/Z+l, 
(K) 1 + Z -+ K + K/Z + 1, 
with Z = G(G), the Frattini subgroup of G. 
We use the following notations: B*(G) denotes the Bar resolution of G, C*(G) = 
Homc(B*(G),Z,), H*(G) the modp cohomology algebra of G,t:H*(K) --* H*(G) 
the transfer map, {E,(G)} the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the extension 
(G), and F’H*(G) the Hochschild-Serre filtration on H*(G). 
Following [S, Proposition 2.5.21, t is determined by a map 7 on cochain levels. It 
turns out that 5 is compatible with the Hochschild-Serre filtrations on C*(K) and 
C*(G). Hence t induces a map {t,:E,(K) + E,(G)) between spectral sequences. 
However, the study of {t,.} is of no interest, since tZ = 0, as it will be seen, so t, = 0 for 
r 2 2. 
Given an element x of F’H”(K), with i the degree of Hochschild-Serre filtration of 
x (i.e. x E F’H”(K)\F’+’ H”(K)), it implies from the above fact that tx E Fj H”(G), 
with j 2 i. In other words, t increases the degree of Hochschild-Serre filtration of 
elements of H*(K). To investigate the degree of Hochschild-Serre filtration of tx, it 
leads us to the study of the map f: E,(K) + E,(G), defined as follows. 
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Let &:H*(K) + E,(K) (resp. &:H*(G) + E,(G)) the map given by e,(x) = 
xF’+‘H”(K) (resp. 0,(y) = yF’+‘H”(K)), with i the degree of Hochschild-Serre 
filtration of x E H”(K) (resp. y E H”(G)). 19~ and & are then isomorphisms of vector 
spaces over 2,. The map f:E,(K) + E,(G) is defined so that the following diagram 
is commutative: 
H*(K) *H*(G) 
The essential point is that C is different to the zero map t, : H*(G) - E,(G). More 
precisely, for every 5 E E:*(K), f increases the first degree of 5 and decreases the 
second. The first degree of 4 is just the degree of Hochschild-Serre filtration of the 
cohomology class of H*(G) representing 9. 
Good description of fis then an effective tool to determine the images of the transfer 
map, especially to the solving process of Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. The 
purpose of this paper is to study the map fin some detail. Our main results, together 
with the proofs, are stated in Section 1. We shall apply these results to get some mod p 
cohomology classes of extra-special p-groups in Section 2. 
1. Main results 
Let K be a maximal subgroup of G. In [8], the transfer map t : H*(K) + H*(G) is 
determined by a Bar cochain complex map as follows. Let D = {d} denote the set of 
cosets of K in G. For every coset d, we specify d a representative of d such that for -- 
d = K, d = 1, and dad’. dd’-’ E Z, for every d, d’ of D. Following [8, Proposition 5.21, 
the transfer map t = t(G,K):H*(K) + H*(G) is determined 
f: C*(K) --) C*(G) of form 
t”f(*G) = c f(*K), 
deD 
t”fkl1, ... ,g.) = 1 f@gJgl-l,-dgl ... gn-lgndgl -a. gn-lgn 
deD 
‘) 
for everyfe C*(K), gi E G. 
Let (E,(K)} and {E,(G)) denote the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences (HSss) for 
the central extensions (K) and (G), then 
E;j(_) = Z;j(-)/Z;‘_:,j-I(_) + B;:,(_) 
with 
by a map 
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where F’C*(-) denotes the Hochschild-Serre filtration on C*(-). Following [ 11, we 
have 
E’;‘(K) E c?(K) Q fzj(z), E';.j(G) E C'(G) @ H’(z), 
with G’ = G/Z and K’ = K/Z. Since K’ and G’ are elementary abelian, every element 
f of F’@(K) can be considered as element of F’H’(G) via the inflation map from 
H*(K’) to H*(G’). 
Fix a generator u of Hom(Z,Z,) and set u = flu, with b the Bockstein homomor- 
phism (so u = u2 if p = 2). We have then 
H*(Z) = 
I 
z2 Cul for p = 2, 
E Cul 0 Z,C~l, for P > 2, 
where E[u] means exterior algebra with generator u of degree 1. 
Following [l, Proof of Theorem 43, u is transgressive. Since u = flu, v is also 
transgressive. It follows from the definition of transgressive lements that there exist 
U and u” in F’C*(K) such that i& = U, filz = v and 6; E F2C2(K), 817~ F3C3(K). 
For every integer q, let gq be the cochain of F’C*(K) given by 
gq = 
r 
r7; 6” if q = 2n + 1, 
if q = 2n. 
Our main results can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 1.1. Let x be a cocycle in F’C’+j(K) and x H 5 E Eij(K). Assume that in 
E,(K), we have a decomposition 5 = [f]*[g,] with f~ F’C’(K), f~ [f] E E$‘, 
gq E F” C’(K), gq H [g,] E Et*‘. Then 
(i) t”x is a cocycle in F’+‘C’+j(G), so t”x E Z’,+‘,j-l(G); 
(ii) fg, E Z:*‘-‘(G); 
(iii) us element of E’,+ ‘*‘-l(G), we have eot[x] = [f]. [fg,]. So 4 E Ei+k*j-k(G) 
with k 2 1. 
Theorem 1.2. Let k be an integer. With the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, assume 
furthermore that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) t”(Z$j) c Fi+kCi+i(G)modIm6; 
(ii) x = f * gq and fgs, E FkCj(G). 
Then fx is a cocycle in F’+!C’+j(G) and 6’ot[x] = [f] * [tg,]. So 4 E E’,+‘*‘-‘(G) with 
1 2 k. 
For the proofs of these theorems, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1.3. Let g = kd be an element of G with k E K, d E D. Then for every element 
-- 
d’ED,wehuued’gd’g-lk-‘~Z. 
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Proof: Since d’g=d’.kd=Kdd, we have d’gd’g-‘k-’ = d’,&‘d’. 
k-’ =d’.k.d’-‘*k-l EZ. The lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 1.4. (i) t”(F’C*(K)) c F’C*(G); 
(ii) f(F”C”(K)) = 0; 
(iii) for every f E F’C’(K), and g E F’C*(K), we have t”(fg) =f f(g); 
(iv) @“C*(K)) c F’C*(G). 
Proof. The assertions (i) and (iv) are obvious by noting that 
dg, ... gn-rgndgi ... gn-lgn-r E Z if gn E Z. For (ii), let f E PC”(K) and gl, . . . , gn be 
elements of G such that gi = kiJi with ki E K, di E D, 1 < i < n. By Lemma 1.3, we have 
ff(g l,...,gn)= ~f(~gldg,%.,dg, . ..gn-igndg~ . ..gn-~gn-~) 
dtD 
=dzDf(kl>...,k.)=O. 
E 
For (iii), let gl, . . . , gi+j be elements of G, we have 
=~Df(gl,...(gi).g(dgl **.gigi+ldg~ ...gi+l-‘,*..,dg1 ..*gi+j-lgi+jdgl ... gi+j-‘) 
=(ft"s)kZl7~--3C3+j)~ 
The lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 1.5. t”(Z;j) c F’+ ’ Ci’j(G) mod Im 6. 
Proof. Let a E Z?‘(K). Assume that in E,(K), a has the form a =f g withf E F’C’(K), 
g E F’C’(K). Then a =fg +fl + Sf2 with fi E Zr’,j-l, Sf2 E F’C’+j. So t”a = 
ftg+&+s&F’+l C’+j(G)modIm6 by Lemma 1.4. The lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 1.6. If gq E F” C’(K), then tg, E ZiVi- l(G). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.4(iv), tgq E F’Cj(G), so we have only to prove that Sfgg, = 
t”6g, EF3Ci+j(G). Consider the two cases separately: 
3 (a) q = 2n, so gq = fi” and 6g, E F C j+‘(K), hence S?gq E F3Cj+l(K). 
(b) g = 2n + 1, so gq = u”.u”” and 69, = 6u”*fi”modF3Cjf1(K), hence 
@g = &i.~((v”“)mod F3Cj+l 
&‘f l(G). 
(G). By Lemma 14 t”(p) E F ’ Cj+ 1 . 9 (G), so fag, E 
The lemma follows. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since x -fg, = h1 + 6hz with h1 E Zi:‘*jel, 6h2 E 
F’C’+j(K), it follows from Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 that fx =ffg4 + h’ + 81, with 
h’ E Ei+zCi+j(G) and h E C’+j-‘(G). So ffg, + h’ is a cocycle and @,[tx] = 
[f] *[fg,] in Eim+“jel. 0 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar to the preceding one. 
Remark 1.7. It follows from Lemma 1.4(i) that the transfer map t” on Bar cochains is 
compatible with the Hochschild-Serre filtrations. Hence t” induces a homomorphism 
between spectral sequences {t, : E,(K) + E,(G)) of bidegree (0,O). However, the study 
of the map t, : E,(K) + E,(G) is of no interest, since t, = 0 by Theorem 1.1. 
2. Some applications 
We are going to apply our results to get some modp cohomology classes of 
extra-special p-groups. Since the mod2 cohomology algebra of an extra-special 
2-group has a quite simple structure (see [6]), we can assume from now on that p is an 
odd prime number. 
Let us recall (see e.g. [7]) that an extra-special p-group G is of order p2n+1 (n E N). If 
lG1 = p2”+‘, G is isomorphic to one of the following central products: 
E, = E,E ... E, M, = M.E,_l, 
.tL,, 
where 
M = (a, b; up2 = bP = 1, b-lab = a’+P), 
E = (a,b;aP = bP = [a,blP= [a,[a,b]] = [b,[a,b]] = 1) 
are extra-special p-groups of order p3. 
It is obvious that Z = Q(G) g C,. Furthermore, there exists a suitable base 
{a 1, . . . , a2”} of G’ = G/Z G Cz” such that the factor set of the central extension 
0 + Z, + G -+ Gin + 1 
is 
if G=M,, z _ 
-1 
Yl +x1x2 + ... + XZn-lX2n, 
x1x2 + *** + XZn-lXZn if G = E, 
with xi the dual of ai and yi = fixi. 
Let K be a maximal subgroup of G. The terms E2 of the HSss for(G) and (K) are of 
forms 
E,(G) r H*(G’) @I H*(Z), E,(K) r H*(K’) @ H*(Z). 
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We have the following proposition, whose proof is immediate from [3, Proposition 
1.71. 
Proposition 2.1. Let K = C, x E,_ 1 be a maximal subgroup of M,, then the base 
{a 1,..., a2,,} of G’ can be chosen such that K’ = (a2, . . . , a,,) and the factor set of the 
extension (K) is x3x4 + ... + xZn_ tq,,. 
We restrict ourselves to the cases G = E, M and Mz. For the case G = E, the 
assumption of Theorem 1.2(ii) is satisfied. This case has been considered by Mui in [S] 
as follows. 
Proposition 2.2 (Mui[5]). Let K = C, x Z be a maximal subgroup of E. For every 
1 5 i I p - 1, define Z2i+ 1 = t(u.~‘) and Zzi = t(v’). Then 
Zzi+l ++ ~1x2 @ viwlu E E22i-‘, 
z2i H (~1~2 - xZY~)@ v~-‘u E Ez21p3. 
Let V be an element of H2p(E) such that V H 10 up E E22p(E) (for the existence 
of such an element, see [3] or [S]). For every maximal subgroup K of M2 of form 
C, x E, I/ is considered as element of H2”(E) by a canonical way. We have: 
Lemma 2.3. Let K = C, x E (resp. C, x 2) be a maximal subgroup of M2 (resp. M), 
then t”(tZ) = x1 and f((u”u”‘) ++ x1 @ vi E E:Y2i. 
Furthermore, ifG = M2, we have t”(Vii) E Z:,2p and t”(Vn) H x1 0 up E Ek2p(M2). 
Proof. The case G = M has been proved in [4]. For the case G = M2, it follows from 
Lemma 1.6 that f((u”v”) E E:*2i. So in E:*2i(M2), we have [f((u”v”)] = CT= 1 Ajxj @ vi with 
ij E Z,. For every 1 I k I 2, let Lk be the maximal subgroup of M2 with 
Lh = (al,a2,ak+2). So Lk E M x C,. We have 
Res(Lk, M,). t”(M,, K)(i%) 
= 2(Lk, Lk n K) Res(L,n K, K)(iZ’) H x1 @ vi E Eis2’(L). 
So A1 = 1 and i12 = A3 = A4 = 0. Similarly, we get f(Va) t-+ x1 0 up E E$2p(M2). The 
lemma follows. 0 
We now get the following proposition, where the case G = M has been proved 
in [4]. 
Proposition 2.4. Let K = C, x E (resp. C, x Z) be a maximal subgroup of M2 (resp. M). 
With the notations used in Proposition 2.2, we have 
tzzi+l H ~1~3x4 @ vie1 E EzT2i-2 for G = M2, 
tuv’ H x1 @ vi E Els2’ for G = M. 
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Furthermore, let Xi be an element of H’(E) given by 
Xi++Xi@UEEkl(E), 11i<2, 
then, for G = M2, we have 
t(XiVk) ++ XlXi+z @ vkp E Ei*2kp. 
Proof. The proof of the case G = M is similar to that of Lemma 2.3. For the case 
G = M2 we first note that Inf(G, K)Xi = Xi+2 for 1 < i I 2. By Theorem 1.1, Proposi- 
tion 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, we have 
tZzi+l H X3X4’7(Ci’8-1 ) = x1x3x4 @ vi-’ E E:,2i-2, 
t(XiVk) ++ Xi+2.t”(C. Vk) = XIX;+2 @ vkp E EfsZkp. 
The proposition follows. 0 
Remark 2.5. It follows from the above proposition that the elements x1 x3 @ vkp and 
x1x4 @ vkp of E:V2kp(M2) s urvive to E, . For the case p = 3, this fact can be proved by 
another way in [2], where the mod3 cohomology group of M2 is obtained. 
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